The Style Invitational
Week CXXII: Comizing

Craze Snuffy Smith with Rex Morgan, M.D., and get a character who looks like Snuffy, but instead of chickens, he’s always stealing Percodans. In X in which we asked you to tell us how any two of these cartoons were related.

*Fourth Runner-Up: D and G: Both are inhabited by an overwhelming number of alcoholics, although she is very half.

*Third Runner-Up: F and G: The bathroom facilities in both are more than adequate. (Chuck Smith, Woodbridge)

*Cand D: One is an archive of the great artists of the 20th century, tragically unvisited by a single person. (Jennifer Fahey, Kensington)

*A and G: A practical joke falls flat when you feel like killing someone.

*F and G: Neither will be seen in a derby. (Groth, Moose, Clinton, New Hampshire)

*A and D: A certain vacancy is required to appreciate each.

*B and D: Both are places where you are unlikely to find people wearing Style.

*A and F: If you don’t much enjoy garlic-jerky pizza, giving it to your children is a bit like sharing a band with your fiancé.

*A and G: You can lawen Raymon in either place.

*A and D: 2 plus 1 plus 2 equals the number of shots fired by Jack Ruby at Lee Harvey Oswald. (Chuck Smith, Woodbridge)

*A: If you cross Dilbert with Huey from “The Boondocks”: (Chuck Smith, Woodbridge)

*A: 2 plus 1 plus 3 equals the number of shots fired by Jack Ruby at Lee Harvey Oswald. (Chuck Smith, Woodbridge)

*Third Runner-Up: F and G: Both are inhabited by an overwhelming number of alcoholics, although she is very half. (Jennifer Fahey, Kensington)

Report from Week CXXII, in which we asked you to tell us how any two of these cartoons were related.

*Fourth Runner-Up: D and G: Both are inhabited by an overwhelming number of alcoholics, although she is very half.

*Third Runner-Up: F and G: The bathroom facilities in both are more than adequate. (Chuck Smith, Woodbridge)

*Cand D: One is an archive of the great artists of the 20th century, tragically unvisited by a single person. (Jennifer Fahey, Kensington)

*A and G: A practical joke falls flat when you feel like killing someone.

*F and G: Neither will be seen in a derby. (Groth, Moose, Clinton, New Hampshire)

*A and D: A certain vacancy is required to appreciate each.

*B and D: Both are places where you are unlikely to find people wearing Style.

*A and F: If you don’t much enjoy garlic-jerky pizza, giving it to your children is a bit like sharing a band with your fiancé.

*A and G: You can lawen Raymon in either place.

*A and D: 2 plus 1 plus 2 equals the number of shots fired by Jack Ruby at Lee Harvey Oswald. (Chuck Smith, Woodbridge)

*A: If you cross Dilbert with Huey from “The Boondocks”: (Chuck Smith, Woodbridge)